
“The Bastion of Faith” 
 

The Bastion of Faith is an old abandoned Velunan border fortress that has been restored 
to function by the PC named below.  Originally built by the paladin Gaspar Noleson, it held strong 
against humanoid incursions from the Lortmils.  As generations passed, Noleson’s descendents 
grew less and less vigilant, and the Margrave’s family eventually abandoned it and it fell into ruin.   

Years later, a group of adventurers explored its ruins at the behest of the Church of Rao, 
seeking a powerful relic to help the Vale throw off the invasion of the armies of Herion.  Seeing the 
chance to rebuild a defensive post as well as reward a brave Velunan hero, the Church allowed the 
PC named below to purchase and rebuild the keep at a discount, and agreed to post soldiers there 
to aid in the defense of Veluna. 

The Bastion has 10’ high, 6’ thick hewn stone walls, two 20’x40’ gatehouses (with 2 guard 
stations, 2 barracks and 1 wooden portcullis each), a two story tower (with a basic bedroom, basic 
common area, basic study, basic bath and basic kitchen), a basic armory, a basic stables, a root 
cellar, and three small shrines to Rao (one Peace, one Reason, one Serenity). 

Behind the shrine to Reason is a secret passage leading to stairs and a locked, trapped 
iron door.  (Cold Ball@ 5th level)  Behind the door lies an old trophy hall (90’x60’ oval) which has 
a Summoning Circle engraved in the floor.   One more door opens to the old reliquary chapel 
(20’x20’), but that room is protected by a Forbiddance spell (locked to Lawful Good only, cast @ 
20th level).  The password for the spell is “Faith in Rao”.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Original purchase cost of keep:    11000 gp 
  (paid on AR #  ______) 

Restoration cost :      22000 gp   
  (paid on AR #  ______  - must be within one calendar year of purchase AR) 
 Upkeep/taxes :          1100 gp 
  (must be paid on first AR of every year) 
 
Benefits:   

• 100% discount on standard lifestyle upkeep in Veluna regional modules (and meta-
regionals taking place in Veluna). 

• 16 permanent Influence Points with the nobility of the Kempton area. 
• 8 permanent Influence Points with the Rockhammer Dwarven clan. 
• +1 to caster level on Divination spells (Raoan spellcaster) cast within reliquary. 
• Bragging rights about a pretty darn cool keep. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PC NAME:  ________________________________  DATE:  _____________________ 
 
PLAYER NAME:  ___________________________  RPGA #:  ____________________ 
 
JUDGE SIGNATURE:  _______________________  RPGA #:  ____________________ 


